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> >>Date: Sun, 2 Dec 2001 01:17:03 −0500 (EST) 
> >> 
> >> A lot has changed since George W. Bush became president −− executive 
> >>orders that support a "culture of life," judicial appointees who 
> >>respect 
> >>the constitution and members of the Cabinet who are unapologetic 
> >>about 
> >>their Christian faith. But perhaps nothing more clearly represents 
> >>the 
> >>new leadership we enjoy as a country than that place Mr. Bush now 
> >>calls 
> >>his temporary home−1600 Pennsylvania Ave. The president is quick to 
> >>point out that it is not his house but the American people's house. 
> >>And, 
> >>as such, he treats it and the people who work there with respect. 
> >>From 
> >>the Secret Service to the grounds crew, the folks who work at the 
> >>White 
> >>House rave about the First Family. The president and first lady 
> >>prefer 
> >>to entertain family friends in their private quarters rather than 
> >>ask 
> >>the stewards and waiters to negotiate difficult formal dining 
> >>rooms. 
> >>Harkening back to the days of Ronald Reagan, Bush will not allow 
> >>any man 
> >>to attend a meeting in the Oval Office without a jacket and tie. 



> >>Gone 
> >>are the days of blue jeans and pizza boxes. One of the clearest 
> >>ways to 
> >>show respect for someone is to respect their time. Everyone who 
> >>works 
> >>with and around the president has noted his punctuality. Meetings 
> >>begin 
> >>and end on time. This stands in stark contrast to the previous 
> >>occupant 
> >>of the White House, who was notorious for keeping visitors and the 
> >>media 
> >>waiting. And speaking of the former president, in his 
> >>administration 
> >>more than 500 staffers had access to the White House kitchen. One 
> >>presidential aide said they turned it into a fast−food restaurant. 
> >>These 
> >>days, only 150 senior staff members have meal privileges. 
> >>Of course the Clinton years were known for worse things than that. 
> >>US 
> >>News & World Report reported recently that it was common for 
> >>President 
> >>Clinton to have violent and sex−laden R−rated film s playing on Air 
> >>Force One. Even seasoned reporters would blush at the images being 
> >>played out before their eyes while trying to question the president 
> >>on 
> >>some issue of national importance. A Marine who worked at Camp 
> >>David 
> >>publicly stated that pornography was littered all over the retreat. 
> >>In 
> >>contrast, President Bush has said that even some of the new major 
> >>motion−picture releases, which are routinely sent to the White 
> >>House for 
> >>viewing by the First Family, are too vulgar for him. I've visited 
> >>the 
> >>White House twice since President Bush moved in. As anyone might 
> >>be, I 
> >>was awed by the history of the place. Oil portraits of past 
> >>occupants 
> >>reminded me that some presidents have understood the honor of 
> >>living 
> >>there and others have wantonly dishonored it. My visits with 
> >>President 
> >>Bush at the White House were an opportunity to witness firsthand 
> >>how 
> >>much this man respects the office to which he was elected. He 
> >>arrived at 
> >>our meetings promptly and took the time to greet every person in 
> >>attendance. He was warm and polite to each of us. His manner 
> >>conveyed 
> >>the message that he knew he was only a temporary resident and his 
> >>job is 
> >>to leave this august home in better shape than he found it. In one 
> >>of my 
> >>meetings, I made a point of speaking to a young man who is part of 
> >>the 
> >>military service assigned to the White House. His job is to escort 
> >>guests and to help people find their way through the large 
> >>hallways. His 
> >>uniform was covered with ribbons and his shoes were perfectly 
> >>polished. 
> >>His face was emotionless and he drew no attention to himself, but 
> >>for 
> >>some reason he caught my eye. "Thank you," I said, "for the work 
> >>you do. 
> >>You really represent us all in your service here. It must be 
> >>wonderful 



> >>work." He paused and then allowed a big smile to cross his face. 
> >>"Oh, 
> >>yes, Madam. It truly is." 
> >>Yes, things certainly are different in Washington. 
> >> 
> >
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<HTML><FONT FACE=arial,helvetica><FONT  SIZE=2>
<BR>
<BR>
<BR><BLOCKQUOTE TYPE=CITE style="BORDER−LEFT: #0000ff 2px solid; MARGIN−LEFT: 5px; MA
RGIN−RIGHT: 0px; PADDING−LEFT: 5px">&gt;&gt;Date: Sun, 2 Dec 2001 01:17:03 −0500 (EST
) 
<BR>&gt;&gt; 
<BR>&gt;&gt; A lot has changed since George W. Bush became president −− executive 
<BR>&gt;&gt;orders that support a "culture of life," judicial appointees who 
<BR>&gt;&gt;respect 
<BR>&gt;&gt;the constitution and members of the Cabinet who are unapologetic 
<BR>&gt;&gt;about 
<BR>&gt;&gt;their Christian faith. But perhaps nothing more clearly represents 
<BR>&gt;&gt;the 
<BR>&gt;&gt;new leadership we enjoy as a country than that place Mr. Bush now 
<BR>&gt;&gt;calls 
<BR>&gt;&gt;his temporary home−1600 Pennsylvania Ave. The president is quick to 
<BR>&gt;&gt;point out that it is not his house but the American people's house. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;And, 
<BR>&gt;&gt;as such, he treats it and the people who work there with respect. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;From 
<BR>&gt;&gt;the Secret Service to the grounds crew, the folks who work at the 
<BR>&gt;&gt;White 
<BR>&gt;&gt;House rave about the First Family. The president and first lady 
<BR>&gt;&gt;prefer 
<BR>&gt;&gt;to entertain family friends in their private quarters rather than 
<BR>&gt;&gt;ask 
<BR>&gt;&gt;the stewards and waiters to negotiate difficult formal dining 
<BR>&gt;&gt;rooms. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;Harkening back to the days of Ronald Reagan, Bush will not allow 
<BR>&gt;&gt;any man 
<BR>&gt;&gt;to attend a meeting in the Oval Office without a jacket and tie. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;Gone 
<BR>&gt;&gt;are the days of blue jeans and pizza boxes. One of the clearest 
<BR>&gt;&gt;ways to 
<BR>&gt;&gt;show respect for someone is to respect their time. Everyone who 
<BR>&gt;&gt;works 
<BR>&gt;&gt;with and around the president has noted his punctuality. Meetings 
<BR>&gt;&gt;begin 
<BR>&gt;&gt;and end on time. This stands in stark contrast to the previous 
<BR>&gt;&gt;occupant 
<BR>&gt;&gt;of the White House, who was notorious for keeping visitors and the 
<BR>&gt;&gt;media 
<BR>&gt;&gt;waiting. And speaking of the former president, in his 
<BR>&gt;&gt;administration 
<BR>&gt;&gt;more than 500 staffers had access to the White House kitchen. One 
<BR>&gt;&gt;presidential aide said they turned it into a fast−food restaurant. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;These 
<BR>&gt;&gt;days, only 150 senior staff members have meal privileges. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;Of course the Clinton years were known for worse things than that. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;US 
<BR>&gt;&gt;News &amp; World Report reported recently that it was common for 



<BR>&gt;&gt;President 
<BR>&gt;&gt;Clinton to have violent and sex−laden R−rated film s playing on Air 
<BR>&gt;&gt;Force One. Even seasoned reporters would blush at the images being 
<BR>&gt;&gt;played out before their eyes while trying to question the president 
<BR>&gt;&gt;on 
<BR>&gt;&gt;some issue of national importance. A Marine who worked at Camp 
<BR>&gt;&gt;David 
<BR>&gt;&gt;publicly stated that pornography was littered all over the retreat. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;In 
<BR>&gt;&gt;contrast, President Bush has said that even some of the new major 
<BR>&gt;&gt;motion−picture releases, which are routinely sent to the White 
<BR>&gt;&gt;House for 
<BR>&gt;&gt;viewing by the First Family, are too vulgar for him. I've visited 
<BR>&gt;&gt;the 
<BR>&gt;&gt;White House twice since President Bush moved in. As anyone might 
<BR>&gt;&gt;be, I 
<BR>&gt;&gt;was awed by the history of the place. Oil portraits of past 
<BR>&gt;&gt;occupants 
<BR>&gt;&gt;reminded me that some presidents have understood the honor of 
<BR>&gt;&gt;living 
<BR>&gt;&gt;there and others have wantonly dishonored it. My visits with 
<BR>&gt;&gt;President 
<BR>&gt;&gt;Bush at the White House were an opportunity to witness firsthand 
<BR>&gt;&gt;how 
<BR>&gt;&gt;much this man respects the office to which he was elected. He 
<BR>&gt;&gt;arrived at 
<BR>&gt;&gt;our meetings promptly and took the time to greet every person in 
<BR>&gt;&gt;attendance. He was warm and polite to each of us. His manner 
<BR>&gt;&gt;conveyed 
<BR>&gt;&gt;the message that he knew he was only a temporary resident and his 
<BR>&gt;&gt;job is 
<BR>&gt;&gt;to leave this august home in better shape than he found it. In one 
<BR>&gt;&gt;of my 
<BR>&gt;&gt;meetings, I made a point of speaking to a young man who is part of 
<BR>&gt;&gt;the 
<BR>&gt;&gt;military service assigned to the White House. His job is to escort 
<BR>&gt;&gt;guests and to help people find their way through the large 
<BR>&gt;&gt;hallways. His 
<BR>&gt;&gt;uniform was covered with ribbons and his shoes were perfectly 
<BR>&gt;&gt;polished. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;His face was emotionless and he drew no attention to himself, but 
<BR>&gt;&gt;for 
<BR>&gt;&gt;some reason he caught my eye. "Thank you," I said, "for the work 
<BR>&gt;&gt;you do. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;You really represent us all in your service here. It must be 
<BR>&gt;&gt;wonderful 
<BR>&gt;&gt;work." He paused and then allowed a big smile to cross his face. 
<BR>&gt;&gt;"Oh, 
<BR>&gt;&gt;yes, Madam. It truly is." 
<BR>&gt;&gt;Yes, things certainly are different in Washington. 
<BR>&gt;&gt; 
<BR>&gt; </BLOCKQUOTE>
<BR>
<BR>
<BR></FONT></HTML>
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:16 −0500



Received: from  bigun.c−gate.net (mail.c−gate.net [63.77.17.2]) by rly−xc03.mx.aol.co
m (v82.22) with ESMTP id MAILRELAYINXC35−1205085944; Wed, 05 Dec 2001 08:59:44 −0500
Received: from compaq (kmcdial−158.c−gate.net [209.205.149.158])

by bigun.c−gate.net (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id HAA02476
for <GrgSimmons@aol.com>; Wed, 5 Dec 2001 07:55:41 −0600

Message−ID: <000e01c17d97$0ea4ce60$9e95cdd1@compaq>
From: "gporter" <geraldporter@c−gate.net>
To: <GrgSimmons@aol.com>
Subject: Fw: Fwd: PRESIDENT BUSH IS FIXING UP THE WHITE HOUSE........ BY JANET PARSHA
LL
Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2001 08:13:45 −0600
MIME−Version: 1.0
Content−Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="−−−−=_NextPart_000_000B_01C17D64.C2CCFC60"
X−Priority: 3
X−MSMail−Priority: Normal
X−Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200
X−MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200

−−−−−−=_NextPart_000_000B_01C17D64.C2CCFC60
Content−Type: text/plain;

charset="iso−8859−1"
Content−Transfer−Encoding: quoted−printable

−−−−− Original Message −−−−−=20

Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2001 7:40 PM
Subject: Fw: Fwd: PRESIDENT BUSH IS FIXING UP THE WHITE HOUSE........ BY JAN=
ET PARSHALL

−−−−− Forwarded Message −−−−−
>>Subject: PRESIDENT BUSH IS FIXING UP THE WHITE HOUSE........ BY=20
>>JANET PARSHALL=20
>>Date: Sun, 2 Dec 2001 01:17:03 −0500 (EST)=20
>>=20
>> A lot has changed since George W. Bush became president −− executive=20
>>orders that support a "culture of life," judicial appointees who=20
>>respect=20
>>the constitution and members of the Cabinet who are unapologetic=20
>>about=20
>>their Christian faith. But perhaps nothing more clearly represents=20
>>the=20
>>new leadership we enjoy as a country than that place Mr. Bush now=20
>>calls=20
>>his temporary home−1600 Pennsylvania Ave. The president is quick to=20
>>point out that it is not his house but the American people's house.=20
>>And,=20
>>as such, he treats it and the people who work there with respect.=20
>>From=20
>>the Secret Service to the grounds crew, the folks who work at the=20
>>White=20
>>House rave about the First Family. The president and first lady=20
>>prefer=20
>>to entertain family friends in their private quarters rather than=20
>>ask=20
>>the stewards and waiters to negotiate difficult formal dining=20
>>rooms.=20
>>Harkening back to the days of Ronald Reagan, Bush will not allow=20
>>any man=20
>>to attend a meeting in the Oval Office without a jacket and tie.=20
>>Gone=20
>>are the days of blue jeans and pizza boxes. One of the clearest=20



>>ways to=20
>>show respect for someone is to respect their time. Everyone who=20
>>works=20
>>with and around the president has noted his punctuality. Meetings=20
>>begin=20
>>and end on time. This stands in stark contrast to the previous=20
>>occupant=20
>>of the White House, who was notorious for keeping visitors and the=20
>>media=20
>>waiting. And speaking of the former president, in his=20
>>administration=20
>>more than 500 staffers had access to the White House kitchen. One=20
>>presidential aide said they turned it into a fast−food restaurant.=20
>>These=20
>>days, only 150 senior staff members have meal privileges.=20
>>Of course the Clinton years were known for worse things than that.=20
>>US=20
>>News & World Report reported recently that it was common for=20
>>President=20
>>Clinton to have violent and sex−laden R−rated film s playing on Air=20
>>Force One. Even seasoned reporters would blush at the images being=20
>>played out before their eyes while trying to question the president=20
>>on=20
>>some issue of national importance. A Marine who worked at Camp=20
>>David=20
>>publicly stated that pornography was littered all over the retreat.=20
>>In=20
>>contrast, President Bush has said that even some of the new major=20
>>motion−picture releases, which are routinely sent to the White=20
>>House for=20
>>viewing by the First Family, are too vulgar for him. I've visited=20
>>the=20
>>White House twice since President Bush moved in. As anyone might=20
>>be, I=20
>>was awed by the history of the place. Oil portraits of past=20
>>occupants=20
>>reminded me that some presidents have understood the honor of=20
>>living=20
>>there and others have wantonly dishonored it. My visits with=20
>>President=20
>>Bush at the White House were an opportunity to witness firsthand=20
>>how=20
>>much this man respects the office to which he was elected. He=20
>>arrived at=20
>>our meetings promptly and took the time to greet every person in=20
>>attendance. He was warm and polite to each of us. His manner=20
>>conveyed=20
>>the message that he knew he was only a temporary resident and his=20
>>job is=20
>>to leave this august home in better shape than he found it. In one=20
>>of my=20
>>meetings, I made a point of speaking to a young man who is part of=20
>>the=20
>>military service assigned to the White House. His job is to escort=20
>>guests and to help people find their way through the large=20
>>hallways. His=20
>>uniform was covered with ribbons and his shoes were perfectly=20
>>polished.=20
>>His face was emotionless and he drew no attention to himself, but=20
>>for=20
>>some reason he caught my eye. "Thank you," I said, "for the work=20
>>you do.=20
>>You really represent us all in your service here. It must be=20
>>wonderful=20
>>work." He paused and then allowed a big smile to cross his face.=20
>>"Oh,=20



>>yes, Madam. It truly is."=20
>>Yes, things certainly are different in Washington.=20
>>=20
>=20

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−=
−−−−
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−−−−−−=_NextPart_000_000B_01C17D64.C2CCFC60
Content−Type: text/html;

charset="iso−8859−1"
Content−Transfer−Encoding: quoted−printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "−//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META http−equiv=3DContent−Type content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso−8859−1">
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.50.4616.200" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>−−−−− Original Message −−−−−=20
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><B>Sent:</B> Tuesday, December 04, 2001 7:40 PM</DIV>
<DIV><B>Subject:</B> Fw: Fwd: PRESIDENT BUSH IS FIXING UP THE WHITE=20
HOUSE........ BY JANET PARSHALL</DIV></DIV>
<DIV><BR></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV #cccccc\?>−−−−−=20
Forwarded Message −−−−−</DIV>
<DIV>
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Subject: PRESIDENT BUSH IS FIXING UP THE WHITE HOUSE.....=
...=20
BY=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;JANET PARSHALL=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Date: Sun, 2 Dec 2001 01:17:03 −0500 (EST)=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt; A lot has changed since George W. Bush became president=20=
−−=20
executive=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;orders that support a "culture of life," judicial appoint=
ees=20
who=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;respect=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the constitution and members of the Cabinet who are=20
unapologetic=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;about=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;their Christian faith. But perhaps nothing more clearly=20
represents=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;new leadership we enjoy as a country than that place Mr.=20=
Bush=20
now=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;calls=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;his temporary home−1600 Pennsylvania Ave. The president i=
s=20
quick to=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;point out that it is not his house but the American peopl=
e's=20
house.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;And,=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;as such, he treats it and the people who work there with=20
respect.=20



<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;From=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the Secret Service to the grounds crew, the folks who wor=
k at=20
the=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;White=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;House rave about the First Family. The president and firs=
t=20
lady=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;prefer=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;to entertain family friends in their private quarters rat=
her=20
than=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;ask=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the stewards and waiters to negotiate difficult formal di=
ning=20

<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;rooms.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Harkening back to the days of Ronald Reagan, Bush will no=
t=20
allow=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;any man=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;to attend a meeting in the Oval Office without a jacket a=
nd=20
tie.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Gone=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;are the days of blue jeans and pizza boxes. One of the=20
clearest=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;ways to=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;show respect for someone is to respect their time. Everyo=
ne=20
who=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;works=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;with and around the president has noted his punctuality.=20
Meetings=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;begin=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;and end on time. This stands in stark contrast to the=20
previous=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;occupant=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;of the White House, who was notorious for keeping visitor=
s=20
and the=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;media=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;waiting. And speaking of the former president, in his=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;administration=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;more than 500 staffers had access to the White House kitc=
hen.=20
One=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;presidential aide said they turned it into a fast−food=20
restaurant.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;These=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;days, only 150 senior staff members have meal privileges.=
=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Of course the Clinton years were known for worse things t=
han=20
that.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;US=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;News &amp; World Report reported recently that it was com=
mon=20
for=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;President=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Clinton to have violent and sex−laden R−rated film s play=
ing=20
on Air=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Force One. Even seasoned reporters would blush at the ima=
ges=20
being=20



<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;played out before their eyes while trying to question the=
=20
president=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;on=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;some issue of national importance. A Marine who worked at=
=20
Camp=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;David=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;publicly stated that pornography was littered all over th=
e=20
retreat.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;In=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;contrast, President Bush has said that even some of the n=
ew=20
major=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;motion−picture releases, which are routinely sent to the=20
White=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;House for=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;viewing by the First Family, are too vulgar for him. I've=
=20
visited=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;White House twice since President Bush moved in. As anyon=
e=20
might=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;be, I=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;was awed by the history of the place. Oil portraits of pa=
st=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;occupants=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;reminded me that some presidents have understood the hono=
r of=20

<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;living=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;there and others have wantonly dishonored it. My visits w=
ith=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;President=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Bush at the White House were an opportunity to witness=20
firsthand=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;how=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;much this man respects the office to which he was elected=
. He=20

<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;arrived at=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;our meetings promptly and took the time to greet every pe=
rson=20
in=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;attendance. He was warm and polite to each of us. His man=
ner=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;conveyed=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the message that he knew he was only a temporary resident=
and=20
his=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;job is=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;to leave this august home in better shape than he found i=
t.=20
In one=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;of my=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;meetings, I made a point of speaking to a young man who i=
s=20
part of=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;the=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;military service assigned to the White House. His job is=20=
to=20
escort=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;guests and to help people find their way through the larg=
e=20



<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;hallways. His=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;uniform was covered with ribbons and his shoes were perfe=
ctly=20

<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;polished.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;His face was emotionless and he drew no attention to hims=
elf,=20
but=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;for=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;some reason he caught my eye. "Thank you," I said, "for t=
he=20
work=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;you do.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;You really represent us all in your service here. It must=
be=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;wonderful=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;work." He paused and then allowed a big smile to cross hi=
s=20
face.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;"Oh,=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;yes, Madam. It truly is."=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;Yes, things certainly are different in Washington.=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;&gt;=20
<DIV></DIV>&gt;=20
<DIV></DIV></DIV><BR clear=3Dall>
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